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Conflict

resolutionis a basichumanactivityarticulatedandconductedin

forms that significantly vary across cultures. Differences in approach
rest on contrastingunderstandingsof the natureof conflict and society.
A good way to study these differences is through a comparative analysis of
language. A pilot study comparingArabic, English, and Hebrew indicates that
the model of conflict resolution implicit in English terminology is merely one
possible way to depict reality. To non-English speakers it may even appear
idiosyncratic.Arabic and Hebrew convey alternativeversions of conflict resolution, notjust carboncopies of a privileged,English original.' Linguistic analysis points to four primary dimensions of conflict resolution, along which
significant conceptualvariations,reflected in language, can be detected.2These
dimensions consist of assumptions about the causes and nature of conflict;
expectationsof the mechanics and objectives of conflict resolution;understanding of what it means for a conflict to have been settled; and preference for
rituals appropriatefor affirmingand symbolizing the restorationof harmonious
relations at the end of conflict.
While it is legitimate for English speakersto use their native-languageparadigm as a baseline against which to measurenon-Englishversions, speakersof
'In its original,dogmaticform,thisthesisis associatedwithEdwardSapirandBen-

jaminWhorf. See David G. Mandelbaum,ed., Selected WritingsofEdwardSapirin Lan-

guage,Culture,andPersonality(Berkeley,Calif.:Universityof CaliforniaPress,1963);
JohnB. Carroll,ed., Language, Thought,and Reality:Selected WritingsofBenjaminLee

Mass.:MITPress,1956).GeorgeSteinerconsidersthetheory'slitWhorf(Cambridge,

eraryimplicationsin AfterBabel: Aspects of Languageand Translation,2d ed. (Oxford,

U.K:OxfordUniversityPress,1992).Foranimportant
personalaccount,see EvaHoffmann, Lost in Translation:A Life in a New Language (New York:E.P. Dutton, 1989).

2Languageis bestthoughtof as shapingexpectations
ratherthandetermining
thought.
For a modifiedversionof the Sapir-Whorfthesis, see RaymondCohen,"Meaning,
andInternational
Negotiation,"GlobalSociety14, No. 3 (2000),p. 325.
Interpretation
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other languages are equally entitled to consider their own paradigmsas normative. It is clear that conflict resolution should be studied with full regardfor the
source language in which it is articulatedand conducted.Doubt must be cast on
the workingassumptionthatforeignlanguagescan be ignoredin researchbecause
generalmodels of behavior-or propositionsaboutbehavior,based on Englishlanguage sources and expressed in English-capture an objective reality somehow beyond culture.
The startingpoint for this study is the view that communal life is possible
only becausemembersof a communitypossess a set of sharedmeanings,enabling
them to make coherent sense of the world. This stock of meaning constitutes
the common sense of the community and underpins all communication and
organizedactivity. The mothertongue is the main repositoryof a community's
common sense. Other systems of symbolic meaning that demarcatecommunities include religion, popularculture, and nonverbalbehavior.
Among the most crucial activities of a community is its handling of conflict, for unless it can contain disagreement and control violence, it has little
hope of surviving.For this reason, the subjectof conflict resolutionhas been of
great theoretical and practicalinterest to researchersat both the domestic and
internationallevels.
From the premise that language constitutes a community's shared stock of
meaning, we can conclude that the study of language may provide an excellent
entry point for investigating how members of a group understandand handle
conflict. A comparativestudy of conciliation vocabulariesreveals thatconcepts
that seem self-evident and straightforwardto the native English speaker may
weigh significantly differently in other languages or not exist at all. Crossculturaldifferencesin the depictionof realityarehardto accept,preciselybecause
we take the picture of the world conveyed by our native language to be selfevident and project it onto everyone else.
Cross-linguistic comparison reveals much about other societies and provokes thought about our own. It is also expedient since the resolution of interculturalconflict, already salient in multiculturalsocieties, is likely to become
increasingly significant in an interdependentworld. When paradigmsof conflict resolutionclash, conceptualandtechnicalcontradictionshave to be addressed
if they are to be overcome. Alternatively,different emphases and approaches
may create unexpected synergies and scope for creative conflict resolution.

A

SEMANTIC APPROACH

A semantic approach,involving the comparison of the meaning of key terms
across languages, is adopted here to study cross-culturalvariations in conflict
resolution. This approachis advocated as effective and parsimoniousbecause
communicationis essential in conflict resolution.As a complex, interconnected
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chain of nonverbal and verbal messages and moves, conciliation can advance
only when there is synchronizedand consecutive understandingat every stage
of the process. For informationto be comprehensiblyexchanged and the issues
at stake to be discussed, the parties must be able to draw on a shared store of
meaning.Yet before they can meaningfullydiscuss substance,a difficult enough
task in itself, they must first arrive at a metaunderstandingof form and procedure.To negotiate peace, rivals must agree on what it is "to negotiate"and what
"peace"is. Looking at language ratherthan culture as such also helps to avoid
cultural stereotyping and sidesteps inconclusive theoretical debates about the
natureof culture.
Different languages convey differentversions of reality.To graspwhat people think about, for example, the term "reconciliation,"we must first find out
what they mean by the equivalent concept in their own language. What they
will expect of reconciliationwill be informedby the local knowledge thatinforms
their understandingof the term. If reconciliation implies in their language the
replacementof hatredby love, then differentconduct will be appropriatethan if
it simply means restoring the routine of day-to-day life. Of course, what the
protagonistsactually do in a given situationdepends on circumstances,though
we would expect clear patternsof behavior to emerge in aggregate. By comparing and contrasting the semantic fields and connotations of concepts like
"conflict"and "resolution"in various languages, we can shed light on similarities and differences.At a practicallevel, this can help identify potentialpitfalls
and openings in real life conflict resolution across cultures.
Enormousprogresshas been made in recent decades in the study of conflict
resolution, and a voluminous body of work has been produced that would be
hard to summarizebriefly.3 Most of the literaturelooks at the subject generically, which means that common structuralfeatures of conflict resolution that
cut across cultures are emphasized. Usually, the assumption of universality is
implicit. P.H. Gulliver explicitly compares and contraststhe negotiation of disputes in different cultures in order to reveal the underlying and invariantlogic
of the process. His point of departureis "thehypothesis that there are common
patternsandregularitiesof interactionbetweenthe partiesin negotiation,irrespective of the particularcontext or the issues in dispute."4 This approachseems
justified in the first instance because the majorcategories of conflict resolution
in English-negotiation, adjudication,mediation, and arbitration-appear to

3For a recent overview, see Karin Aggestam, Reframing and Resolving Conflict:
Israeli-Palestinian Negotiations 1988-1998 (Lund, Sweden: Lund University Press,

1999),pp. 16-25.

4 P.H. Gulliver,Disputes and Negotiations:A Cross-CulturalPerspective (New York:

AcademicPress, 1979),pp. 64-65.
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be more or less universal and share family similarities. Moreover,at the foundation of a discipline it is appropriateto establish a shared conceptual framework, even if this means temporarilysetting aside anomalies.
Gulliver's hypothesis on the assumptionof universality has paid off handsomely at both the theoreticaland applied levels. It has broughtus to the point
where there is an established discipline and substantialconsensus-at least in
much of the English-speakingworld (Australia,Britain,Canada,New Zealand,
and the United States)-about the utility of integrativebargainingand alternative (or appropriate)dispute resolution(ADR) techniques.Ethics aside, there is
growing acceptancethat disagreementsare rarelyhandledeffectively by a preoccupation with relative gain at others' expense, mindless intransigence, or
violence. The problem-solving approachto conflict resolution maintains that
real needs ratherthan tactical positions should be addressed,and creativity and
pragmatismappliedto the settlementof differences.Where necessary,the skills
of trained third parties are drawn upon. Nobody is considered to possess a
monopoly of truthand justice, and outcomes are sought that leave neither triumphalist winners nor embitteredlosers. As Jeffrey Rubin felicitously put it:
"Ratherthanview negotiationas a tug of warin which each of two sides attempts
to surrenderas little of its aspirationsas possible, the mutual gains approach
regardsnegotiation as a puzzle to be solved."5
It is a testimony to the success of Gulliver's hypothesis that we can now
confidently loosen the assumptionof universalityand focus on more culturally
specific featuresof conflict resolution.There is a good reason for this switch in
emphasis from points of resemblanceto variations across cultures.As long as
the onus is on conflict resolution within reasonably homogenous societies, or
within communities dominated by a hegemonic culture, there is no pressing
need to investigate variety. As societies grow increasingly multiculturaland
globalization leads to a burgeoning of contacts across societies, differences
become more salient. Ironically,the more the internationalsystem resembles a
global community, the more opportunity there is for abrasion. Contact promotes not only understanding,but also contention.
A good point at which to start a linguistic and culturalexercise of this kind
is the commonplace observation that the meaning of a word is lodged within
the way of life and outlook of the society that speaks it. By "meaning,"I allude
to reference,usage, and connotations,not just dictionarydefinition. Languages
do not exist in isolation as abstractsystems of signs but within unique, organic
habitats,complex ecologies of sensibility and interaction.This is anotherway

5 JeffreyZ. Rubin,"Western
Perspectiveson ConflictResolution,"in PaulSalem,

ed., Conflict Resolution in the Arab World:Selected Essays (Beirut: American Uni-

versity,1997),p. 7.
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of saying that language and culture are inseparable;language reflects culture
and culture is reproducedby language.
Across languages and societies, seemingly functionally equivalent words
may depict variantversions of reality.This will be less true of simple, universal
objects (stone, leaf, knife) and more true of abstractideas and social constructs
(family, teenager, democracy). Each variant has its own characteristic allusions, flavor, and appropriaterange and context of usage. Rooted in a certain
cultural soil, words do not always travel well. It is hard to convey the ideas of
"homeless"or "retirementcolony" adequatelyin cultureswhere the groupcomes
first, and it is almost unthinkablefor people (especially aged parents) to be
detachedfrom the bosom of their families. When the interpretertries to transfer
such concepts from one habitat to another, their essence may be "lost in
translation."
To visualize this point, imagine that words cover semanticfields thatcan be
mapped out. In English, a given word occupies a certain space, which then
becomes the common sense meaning of the word to native English speakers.
The foreign language equivalentmay cover more or less space, including meanings not present in the first language, while excluding others. The connotations
of the word also may differ across languages for religious, historical, or environmentalreasons. If a map of a word in English is placed over a map of the
word, say, in Arabic, they may be seen to occupy overlappingbut not identical
areas. The very act of comparisonprovides insight into how the two societies
separately understandand value the segment of the world referred to by the
word. The assumptionis that the greaterthe culturalgap between the ways of
life of societies, the greater the potential semantic gap between concepts and
their labels across languages. It is easier to translateRobert Frost's "The Path
Not Taken"from English into Swedish than from English into Bedouin Arabic.
(Apart from different philosophies of free will, the concept of path is also
different in the desert.)
An example of cross-linguistic dissonance is in order.There are two words
in English-"stranger" and "guest"-that refer to visitors to a communityfrom
outside. In English-speakingcultures,it is common sense-something obvious
and unquestioned-that distinguishes the concepts as separatecategories. Not
all strangersare guests, and not all guests are strangers.A person must receive
an invitationto cross the borderbetween being a strangerand becoming a guest
entitled to hospitality.This voluntaryact bestows a change of status. Strangers
are not usually welcomed into people's homes, and so the notions of "stranger"
and "guest"are clearly differentiated.
This is not the case in Greek, where xinos means "stranger"and "guest"
simultaneously.Greekcommon sense does not demarcatethe concepts denoted
by the words. Reflecting on life in ruralCrete, Martin Hammondbelieves that
strangers have always been guests: "They were rare enough and a stranger/
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guest was a cause for pride, for eager, elaborate and, I fear, expensive hospitality, and for polite but incessant questioning.As in the ancient world, a guest
brings both honour and information."6
Just as a society's conception of insider-outsider relations and the obligations of hospitality are faithfully reflected in language, so is its understanding
of conflict and conflict resolution. From this observation, it follows that close
attentionto language can provide a convenient entry into the study of culturally
grounded differences. Building on this premise, Michael Agar and John Paul
Lederachpropose two complementarystrategies of semantic analysis.

Rich Points and Key Words
For Michael Agar, gaps in the understandingof conflict inevitably "surfacein
the language people use to interact with each other."He suggests that major
cross-culturalgaps are revealed at certain "richpoints"of contrastingmeaning.
The x"nos-stranger/guestgap would be one such rich point. Agar gives another
example of a Mexican attorney who uses the same verb for dealing with a
government official as is used when a matadorworks the bull in a bullfight.
Does the attorney mean that he is goading the official or wearing him down
before the kill? Or is he referringto a stylized contest with its own ritual and
aesthetic? Without speaking Spanish or being familiar with the culture of the
bullfight, it is hard for the native English speakerto get beyond a general and
superficial impression of what is implied.
Rich points are significant "becauseof the intricateweb of associations and
connotations that they carry with them, webs that have few or only opaque
correspondingechoes in one's native language, so that no easy translationis
possible. Rich points are the linguistic tip of the culturaliceberg, the locations
in discourse which signal major disjunctions in interpretation."'Rich points
can seriously impede interculturalnegotiation and conflict resolution.
How can we locate and identify rich points? The method suggested here is
the juxtaposition of key words across languages. A key word may be a word
that encapsulatescentral features of a culture or, in the case of conflict resolution, refers to an importantconcept (like "conflict" or "compromise").Raymond Williams first adopted the method of studying contemporaryEnglish
culturethroughkey words.8Recently,Anna Wierzbickahas gone a step further
6MartinHammond,
"Walking
throughtheOdyssey,"TheSpectator(London),March
15.
15, 2000, p.

7MichaelAgar,"LinguisticPeace Work,"Peace and Change21, No. 4 (1996),

pp. 430-433. See also Michael Agar, Language Shock: Understandingthe Cultureof

Conversation(New York:WilliamMorrow,1994).
8RaymondWilliams,Keywords(London:Fontana,1976).
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by comparing key words across cultures.9 The present exercise applies this
method to vocabularies of conflict resolution.

Themes and Metaphors
Agar sees rich points as linked together and given coherence by underpinning
themes. JohnPaul Lederachdeveloped this argumentin reflections on the articulation of conflict in Costa Rican Spanish. He noticed that neighbors discussing a problemin Puntarenas,Costa Rica, used "anentirerepertoireof terms and
phrases describing the many faces of conflict" but tended to avoid the word for
conflict itself. Conflict, they told him, was what happenedin Nicaragua(where
a civil war was raging), not here. In Costa Rica, they had "pleitos, lios, and
enredos (fights, messes, and entanglements)."When Lederachcollated and analyzed this extensive and colorful vocabulary,he realized that words and metaphors provided "enormousinsight into how people think about,respondto, and
experience conflict in their everyday setting." He found that "key metaphors
revolved aroundheat, feeling trappedor lost with no way out, and understanding conflict as embedded in a network of people." The word enredo was particularly indicative because it stems from the word for a fisherman's net (red)
and evokes the tangle of complications that results when disagreementsspread
throughouta tightly knit society of close communities and extended families.
Lederach'sconclusion, which I thoroughlyendorse, is that "languageis always
more than a vehicle for communication. It is also a window into how people
organize both their understandingand expression of conflict, often in keeping
"o
with culturalpatternsand ways of operating."
THE ENGLISH VERSION
Since English is now widely used as a global lingua franca, the preferredlanguage of internationalorganizations, science, and the Internet,many English
speakerstend to assume that it is free of idiosyncrasy and culturalbias. It may
even be thought of as a metalanguagebeyond culture, depicting the world in a
completely objective way, like a system of mathematicalnotation. When the
global language is also the tongue of a culturally omnipresent, ideologically
evangelical power, that view gains added credence.
English is a highly effective medium of exchange when used as a common
technical language by engineers, bankers,soldiers, lawyers, and diplomats.As
9 Anna Wierzbicka, UnderstandingCulturesthrough Their Key Words(New York:

OxfordUniversityPress, 1997).

10JohnPaul Lederach, Preparingfor Peace: Conflict Transformationacross Cul-

tures(Syracuse,N.Y.:SyracuseUniversityPress, 1996),pp. 74-78.
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long as experts, who draw on an accepted vocabularyof defined terms, use a
language in a precise, "thin"sense, scope for cross-culturalmisunderstanding
is limited. When aviation specialists and lawyers negotiate an air traffic agreement underthe BermudaConvention, linguistic and cultural(but not necessarily political or substantive)gaps are unlikely to have much salience. But these
are restrictive conditions that hold because experts "speak a common language"and are membersof a professionalculture.The less these circumstances
apply, the less self-evident the case for the universal validity of English. Problems arise with the assumptionof consonance across cultures when interlocutors are not fellow experts working in their own discipline, when the issues at
stake are emotive, abstract,and value-laden, and when there is no methodological consensus.
We shall begin this comparativeanalysis by consideringthe vocabularythat
English uses to portray(and thereforethink and talk about) conflict resolution.
This considerationcan help explain the unstated,underlying premises. It also
provides us with a basis of comparison, a benchmarkagainst which we can
measure the peculiarities of other discourses. English displays four dominant
(albeit overlapping) themes and metaphors-industrial relations, engineering,
Christiantheology, and sports and games."

Industrial Relations
A characteristicfeature of the English vocabulary of conflict resolution is the
prominence of terms linked to settling labor-managementdisputes. Since the
English-speakingworld is made up of established industrialsocieties, boasting
a long history of legislation to establish rules and mechanisms of labor conciliation, this should come as no surprise. "Dispute"itself is a disagreement or
quarrelthat touches on importantissues, such as people's livelihoods, but does
not on the whole possess the connotationof belligerence attachedto "conflict."
A work dispute may involve heated debate, high stakes, and tense confrontation, but the assumptionis that the opponents will pursue their differences of
opinion throughnonviolent methods of persuasion.The suggestion is that the
issues are not zero sum, that compromise is possible and desirablebecause the
disputantshave sharedinterests,and thatresolutionwill be achieved ultimately
through some form of institutional or legal recourse, such as arbitrationor
mediation.
"Conflict"can overlap with "dispute"and is used loosely of a general clash
of interests or views. Yet it often retains a flavor of its original violent sense of
"anencounterwith arms;a fight, battle."For these reasons, many writersprefer
" In the followingaccount,I referextensivelyto the completeOxfordEnglishDictionary,2d ed. (Oxford,U.K.:OxfordUniversityPress, 1993).
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the word "dispute"to "conflict"for a domestic altercation.ADR is now a technical expressionreferringto nonconfrontationaltechniquesof conciliation.Note
that the distinction between a structured,more manageable "dispute"and a
deep-seated,possibly violent andunpredictable"conflict"is not madein Hebrew
and Arabic, which have one umbrella term to cover both meanings (sichsuch
and niza'). It is my contention-and presumablythat of ADR practitionersthat this semantic distinction fosters a discriminatingway of thinking about a
concept. If you talk about a quarrelas a "dispute,"then you are likely to consider it more malleable than if you dub it a "conflict."
Otherkey words generally used in a conflict resolutioncontext are also connected to industrialrelations. "Conciliation,"the act of bringing contraryoutlooks into harmony, was the term chosen in Britain and the Antipodes in the
nineteenthcenturyfor the peaceful, legal proceduresused in the resolutionof industrialproblems.Such proceduresresultedin the 1867 BritishCouncils of Conciliation Act, the 1894 New ZealandIndustrialConciliationandArbitrationAct,
andthe establishmentof conciliationboardsto deal with industrialproblems."Arbitration"and"mediation"acquiredindustrialconnotationsin the twentiethcentury,especially in the United States.Today,bothproceduresplay a centralrole in
the settlementof labor-managementgrievances,anda sophisticatedsystem of legislation and regulatoryagencies is in place. "Settlement,"the termoften applied
to the compromiseresultingfrom successful industrialconciliation, has a whole
range of established legal meanings. In the context of dispute resolution, it implies an arrangementputtingformerlycontentiousaffairson a secure, stablefooting and reflects the institutionalizationof this form of conflict resolution.
By drawing on an industrial relations vocabulary, we introduce assumptions aboutthe natureof conflict resolutioninto the debate.Labor-management
disputes were not always settled so efficaciously and peacefully as they are
today (and in many parts of the world they are still the occasion for violence
and brutal repression). That they are is a result of long socialization and the
purposefulconstructionof intricateregulatorymachinery.Within such a framework, disputants can be confident that their needs will be fairly and effectively addressed, that the weak will not simply go to the wall, and that the
outcome, resulting from mutual and balanced concessions, will be a reasonable compromise.
"Compromise"is the pivotal concept here and refers to the adjustmentof
differences involving balanced concessions. In English usage, a willingness to
compromise is usually seen as laudable,and the term is even reified ("whatwe
need is a spirit of compromise").Lacking a precise equivalent, in recent years
Arabic has adopted hal wasat (middle solution) to approximatecompromise.
But hal wasat lacks the ethic of compromise.Withhal wasat, the reverseapplies:
a compromise over principle (such as Honor, Justice, Truth,the Land) is to be
deplored, not explored.
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Many distinguished American diplomats, including Arthur Goldberg, Sol
Linowitz, George Shultz, Cyrus Vance, and WarrenChristophercut their teeth
workingon labor-managementrelations.Industrialconciliationprovideda training groundfor skills and habits of mind later applied to internationalrelations.
Key ideas in the theoretical literaturecame out of the same experience. One
example is the seminal distinction drawnbetween "distributive"bargaining,in
which one side's gain is the otherside's loss, and mutuallyadvantageous("winwin") "integrative"bargaining.12

Engineering
The enormoussuccess of industrialconciliation, with its elaborateapparatusof
laws and agencies, gave rise to the hope that similarly rational instruments
could be developedandappliedelsewherewith equallybeneficialresults.Imbued
with a spirit of "can do," this approach seeks to apply to conflict study the
techniques of systematic data collection and analysis used in other areas of the
behavioral sciences. Lessons learned are to be applied in trainingprofessional
facilitators. Outside the English-speaking world are skeptical voices. George
Irani questions the philosophy that "virtually every conflict can be managed
and resolved" and notes a Lebanese suspicion "of the theory and techniques of
Westernconflict resolution."He believes that people in the Middle East see it
"as a scheme concocted by the United States to facilitate and hasten" Israel's
integrationin the region.13
At the linguistic level, the effort to professionalize dispute resolution is
found in the adoption of a low-key, technical vocabulary,which owes everything to science and engineering and nothing to the loaded and fatalistic metaphorsof entanglingcommunalties observedby Lederachin CostaRica. Particular
attentionshould be paid to the words "problem,""process,"and "solution,"not
originally conflict resolution terms as such, but widely adoptedin this context.
"Problem"is the term often applied in English, with deliberateunderstatement, to a grave domestic dispute or internationalconflict. By preferringthis to
another,more graphicword, the quarrelis placed in a common basket, together
with other puzzles that are susceptible to the dispassionate exercise of reason.
This is not a self-evident classification. Othermetaphorsof tragedy and struggle are available. From anotherculturalperspective colorful descriptionmight
be chosen more readily than understatement.The implication of "problem"is
that the conflict is amenable to rational analysis, that it can be handled objec12Richard E. Waltonand RobertB. McKersie,A Behavioral Theoryof Labor Negotiations: An Analysis of a Social InteractionSystem (New York:McGraw-Hill, 1965).
13GeorgeIrani,"IslamicMediationTechniques
forMiddleEastConflicts,"MERIA

Journal 3, No. 2 (1999), p. 1.
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tively, andthata solutionis possible. "Solution"is an emphaticallymathematicalscientific term.
"Process," too, is a word that elicits math and engineering or a patterned
series of events that can be understoodand controlled. With its hint of continuity and progress, "peace process" is an upbeat label to affix to the many
frustratingattemptsto disentangle the webs of hatredin NorthernIrelandand
the Middle East. "Process"capturesdecades of the perseveranceof British and
Americanconciliatorsin the face of discouragingsetbacks. 'Amaliyatal-Salam,
the Arabic term, is connected with notions of work and action. But it lacks the
same optimistic connotationsof steady progressor continuingeffort, even if no
end is in sight. 'Amaliyaimplies a product,not just movement.

Christian Theology
Religious imagery is a common feature of the conflict resolution discourse.
This may be because religion, which underpins traditionalculture, centrally
concerns itself with the ethics of human strife and harmony.But radically different theological perspectives on strife, peace, suffering, and justice spawn a
striking diversity of values and notions across languages.
"Reconciliation"is one of the key conflict resolution words in the English
lexicon, in terms of frequencyof use and salience as an objective. In its primary
contemporary sense, it means restoring a relationship after estrangement or
bringing a dispute to an end throughamicable agreement. It assumes an inner
change of heart and mind. "Reconciliation"also possesses ancient and hallowed Christianassociations. One set of meanings is relatedto the readmission
of a sinner, an excommunicant, into union with the Church. Other meanings
refer to acts of expiation, atonement, purification, and absolution. Underpinning all these senses is the core belief that people should live in peace and
harmony with God and with one another.This core belief lends the derivative
notion of reconciliation between men and women transcendent worth and
urgency.Hence greatemphasisis placed on the rehabilitationof humanrelations.
Withoutreconciliation, it is taken for grantedin English-speakingcultures
that any practical set of arrangementsis unlikely to last. In addition, reconciliation, like forgiveness between enemies, is viewed as an end in itself, an ethical imperative.Nor are these merely empty expressions,but signposts to action.
If you believe that people are put on earth to live in harmony and love one
another, then this has far-reaching operative consequences for the way you
conceive of and handle conflict. Christian nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) have invested much time and money into grassrootsprogramsintended
to bring aboutreconciliation-a change of heart and mind between rival groups
like Israelis and Palestinians.
Other key conflict resolution terms with a religious flavor are "goodwill"
and "good faith."These terms are to be distinguishedfrom simple "trust."Min-
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imal trust is necessary in resolving a dispute because without it reliable communicationis impossibleandno partywill concludean agreementthatit believes
will be violated later.The synonyms mentionedabove contain additionalvalueladen associations. As a condition of progress, "goodwill" implies a virtuous
predispositionto benevolence and goes beyond plain reliability. It is found in
the New Testamentinjunction,"andon earth peace, good will towardmen."14
Analogously, "good faith" implies a sincere commitment to resolve conflict
and an honest intention to carryout any agreementreached. It recalls religious
terms such as "the Faith,""come all ye faithful,""men of faith," and "0 ye of
little faith." Good faith in the resolution of conflict derives from an ethical
obligation to spreadpeace and not just from expediency.

Sports and Games
A strikingfeatureof the English-languagediscourse of negotiationand conflict
resolution is the employment of sports and games similes. Some examples are
"level playing field," "play by the rules," "fair play," "way out in left field,"
"close call," "in the home stretch,""runwith the ball," and "hit a home run."
Some of these terms are incomprehensibleto a nonnative speaker of English
who is unfamiliarwith the sports and games popular in the English-speaking
world, such as baseball, soccer, American football, tennis, golf, racing, rugby,
cricket, and poker.
Reference to sports originates from a love of games and the open air and a
long history of vigorous public recreationamong the English-speakingpeoples.
Organizedteam games were introducedinto British and American schools in
the nineteenth century to channel high spirits in harmless directions and to
promote physical fitness. They were also consciously promoted as a way of
teaching such cherished martial values as team spirit, discipline, and leadership, and were an excellent means of instilling good citizenship and fair play,
an ethic of gallant conduct toward an opponent going beyond the strict rules.
Using sports vocabularyreflects a profoundAnglo-Saxon tendency to perceive and configure all kinds of contests, whether in the social or political
arenas, as structuredactivities, governed by fairness and decency, and conducted within a frameworkof enforceablelaws or rules of the game. Sports are
strenuousphysical struggle, a surrogatefor conflict, fought by clear rules for an
artificial goal. Since sports are stylized, sublimated conflict played from an
early age, it is not surprisingthat adults should later view real conflict in the
same terms of orderlyengagement. If there is a single characteristicfeature of
conflict and its resolution in the English-speakingworld, it is the tendency to
relate to it as a rule-regulatedactivity that is governed by the values of equity
and fair play.
14 Luke 2:14.
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THE ARABIC VERSION
Arabic is spoken by about 200 million people and is an official language of the
United Nations. As the language of the Prophet Muhammadand the Qur'an,
and thereforethe lingua francaof Islamic civilization, Arabic has been used for
many centuries, not only as the mother tongue of the Arabs, but also as a rich
and evocative language of theology, philosophy, science, literature,diplomacy,
and trade.It has also had a profoundinfluence on many otherlanguages, including Farsi, Malay, Swahili, Turkish, and Urdu. Precise Arabic equivalents are
available for all technical diplomatic terms.15 Since the arrivalof Napoleon in
Egypt in 1798, the Arab world has been in close contact with the West, and the
Arabs are no strangersto Europeanways. Western law and institutions have
had a formative impact. Nevertheless, conflict resolution in the Arab world has
a distinctive characterall its own. The Arabic terminology of conflict resolution lacks the four major themes that dominate English-language discourse.16
Instead, it reflects two primarymotifs: Honor and Islamic ethics.

Honor
Arabic language and culturerecall even today the traditional,tribal way of life
that typified the inhabitantsof the ArabianPeninsulabefore the advent of Islam
in the seventh century.Arabic still evokes a world of martial skills and virtues;
a harsh, nomadic existence among domestic animals; and a society of closely
knit families organizedinto clans on the basis of segmental lineage. Since clan
members have little chance of surviving on their own, primaryvalues relate to
the welfare of the group and the individual's place and duties within it. Key
concepts include sharaf(standing, honor), 'ird (dignity,honor), and wajh (face,
reputation).
In this segmented, honor-based society, clan rivalry is endemic. Conflict
may ignite over matters of honor, which can be anything concerning women,
land, property,and one's good name or thatof one's family.17Equally,a dispute
may startout as an argumentover something trivial and quickly escalate into an
affair of honor. Conflict risks igniting blood revenge or retribution(tha'r), a
cycle of murderousfeuding between clans that might smolder for years. Note
'5See MamumAl-Hamui,DiplomaticTerms(Beirut:Khayats,1966).
16I

have drawn upon J.M. Cowan, ed., The Hans WehrDictionary of ModernAra-

bic, 4th ed. (Wiesbaden:Harrassowitz,1994).
'7Article340 of the Jordanian
PenalCoderecognizeshonoras an extenuatingcircumstancein murdercases. OfficialJordanian
figuresshowthatthereareon average
twenty-five"honorkillings"a year,involvingthemurderby familymembersof female
relativesbelievedto havecommittedadultery.ChristianArabsas well as Muslimsare
involvedin the practice(BBCNews,April24, 2000).
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that the common Arabic word for "conflict"(niza') covers the semantic fields
of both the English terms "dispute"and "conflict." Niza' may be merely a
verbal quarreland need not be violent. But it has the potential to become so.
Traditionalconflict resolution drew on tribalcustom and involved informal
or formal modes of mediation and arbitration(wasata and tahkim). Until the
modern era, there was no state and no secular law. Local ties and patternsof
influence were paramount,and conciliators paid particularattentionto saving
face. Face saving in this system is essential because if there is to be a workable
solution, neither party must be shamed.

Islamic Ethics
The prominence of Islamic principles of conciliation is the second distinctive
feature of Arabic conflict resolution. These concepts are built into Arabic,just
as those of Christianityare ingrained in the fabric of English. To the native
speaker,they constitute self-evident truthsand tautologies. The majorconcepts
referredto below are tahkim(formal arbitration),musalaha (act of reconciliation) and the related word sulh (peaceful settlement, reconciliation), and 'afw
(pardon, forgiveness). Although rooted in pre-Islamictradition,they acquired
strong religious significance when the Prophet Muhammadintroduced them
into Islam.
UnderpinningIslamic law and conflict resolution is the cardinal principle
of 'adl. Connected with the idea of balance, 'adl has a rich range of meanings
including "justice,""equity,""impartiality,""fairness,"and "honesty."Another
key word is haqq, which means both "truth"and "law," evoking notions of
correctness and rightness. The plural form, huquq, means "rights."Truthand
rights are seen as two sides of the same coin. Haqq, significantly, is one of the
names of God, therefore a divine attribute. 'Adl and haqq are supreme values
for Muslims-categorical imperatives, epitomizing all that is virtuous. They
figure prominentlyin Arabic discourse and have decisively shapedArabexpectations in Arab-Israeli peacemaking.
A dual system of religious and civil courts exists in the Arab world. In
addition,therearetraditionalforms of conciliationat the communallevel. Resort
to these mechanisms varies accordingto place and circumstances.The disintegration of state institutions caused by the Lebanese civil war left a vacuum to
be filled by the religious courts and alternativemethods of conflict resolution.
Similarly, in Palestinian territoriesoccupied by Israel, mistrust for the Israeli
court system boosted resort to local variantsof arbitration.1"
But even in states
with robust legal systems, customaryapproachesto conflict resolution may be
18IfrahZilberman,"Customary
Law as a Social Systemin the JerusalemArea"

(Hebrew),The New East 33 (1991); Ali H. Qleibo, "TribalMethodsof Conflict
Resolution-The PalestinianModel:Atwahor SulhAsha'iry,"in Jay Rothman,ed.,
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preferred.Traditionalvalues remaincompelling. Many urbandwellers are only
a generation or two away from the moral fellowship of the rural community.
Finally, the old ways of accommodatingdifferences are often more effective in
restoring communal harmony than is resorting to adjudication,an expensive
system not necessarily accessible to ordinaryfolk.
The alternativesto the courts are tahkim,formal arbitration,and wasata, an
informal mediation-arbitrationhybrid.As a procedure,tahkimis only slightly
less formal andjudicial in tone than adjudicationby the courts. To judge and to
arbitratestem from the same root, and hukmis both a legal judgment and an
arbitraldecision. Ahmad Al-Shahi describes tahkim as a "bureaucraticlegal
institution associated with the modern state"and contrastsit with wasata, conciliation within the local community.19 Nizar Hamzeh characterizestahkimas
involving the binding decision of an arbitratoror panel of arbitratorsdrawing
on legal principles. There is an academic disagreement between two Islamic
schools of thoughtwhetherthe arbitralawardis morally or legally binding. Yet
there is no dispute that the decision is effectively obligatory.20
Tahkimhas two significant features:unlike in litigation, the disputantshave
some say in the selection of the arbitrators.More important, the role of the
arbitratorsis not simply to make a judicial ruling but to try to reconcile the
antagonists. In a case of marital arbitration,failure will lead to the divorce
court.21 Tahkimis a procedure long recognized by Islam. Ahmad Moussalli
points out that it is frequentlyreferredto in the Qur'an and was "adoptedinto
the Islamic legal system as a key element in settling disputes and litigation."
The ProphetMuhammadhimself acted as an arbitrator.Arbitratorswere traditionally wise men of flawless merit, and their "judgmentswere treatedas moral
and philosophical discourses on life and society ... seen not only as of a contractualnaturebut also of a moral nature."22
Besides tahkim,disputantshave available to them wasata, where local customs play a central part. Wasata draws on the good offices of one or more
notables acceptable to the disputants. Wasit(mediator)is derived from awsat,
which literally means "middle."But the usual translationof wasata as "mediPracticing Conflict Resolution in Divided Societies (Jerusalem:LeonardDavis Insti-

tute, 1993).
19Interview,
April 14, 2000.
20A. NizarHamzeh,"TheRole of Hizbullahin ConflictManagement
withinLebanon's Shia Community,"in Salem, ed., ConflictResolution in theArab World,pp. 105-

107.See alsoMuhammad
withintheMuslimArabFamily:
Faour,"ConflictManagement
ObservationsandThreeCaseStudies,"in ibid.,p. 183.
21Ibid.

22AhmadS. Moussalli,"AnIslamicModelfor PoliticalConflictResolution:Tahkim (Arbitration),"in Salem, ed., Conflict Resolution in the Arab World,pp. 47-48,
50-58.
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ation" in the Western sense is misleading because, in the end, the mediators
propose a settlement that the parties may not like at first. Like a hakam (arbitrator),a wasit is expected to come up with a judgment, not facilitate a negotiation.As GeorgeIraniexplains, "Themediatoris perceivedas someone having
all the answers and solutions."23 Nizar Hamzeh sees the hakam and wasit as
broadly similar but notes that in wasata "the disputants have some indirect
communication."24
To perform the role of an intermediary,a wasit should be reliable and fair,
pure of heart, and with good intentions. Traditionally,a wasit is a venerable,
utterly respectable local dignitary whose integrity is impeccable and whose
verdict will thereforebe beyond challenge. In the northernpart of the Sudan, it
is said that the disputantshave to respect the intermediary'swords (i.e., decision) as final and "not throw them on the ground."In Hizbullah circles, the
verdict is describedas morally but not legally binding. Personalwealth may be
an asset to a mediator,and in Bedouin society, a wasit may have to reach into
his own pocket to sweeten or facilitate the deal in a practicalsense. A mediator
is usually male, but a woman can act as intermediaryif at least one of the
parties is female.25
Wasataproceeds with the disputantsseparatelyinvited to give the mediators their version of the facts and rehearsetheir grievances. They may be questioned in detail. The parties may come before the mediators,or a mediatormay
visit the parties in their own homes. Having heardthem out, the mediatorsthen
come up with their decision-reflecting their considered opinion of the rights
and wrongs of the case, the good of the community,and what will put an end to
the underlyingcauses of the dispute. Unlike adjudicationor formal arbitration,
this is not a court procedure,and witnesses or the police are not called in. The
process may go on for several days, as mediatorsgo back and forth between the
parties to cajole and persuadethem to accept a settlement.During the course of
the mediation,tempersmay runhigh, proposalsmay be rejectedin disgust, and
threatsmay be made by the parties to break off the mediation. There is doubtless some posturing by the disputants as they attempt to influence the final
judgment in their own favor.
As Ahmad Al-Shahi noted from his personal experience of conflict resolution in the northernpart of the Sudan, the protractednatureof the process was
deliberately intended to wear down the objections of the disputantsand even
physically wear them out. He also observed that the presence of mediatorswas
critical because they providedthe disputantswith the social incentive to accept
23Irani,"IslamicMediation
Techniques,"
p. 5.
Of
"The
Role
108.
24Hamzeh,
Hizbullah,"p.
25Faour,"ConflictManagement,"
p. 186.
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the verdict to avoid shaming the mediators.26In his description of wasata in
Jordan,RichardAntoun emphasizedits public and social dimension by observing thatthe stage for the action was largely the village guesthouse.27In addition
to marshalling substantive arguments about the issues in dispute, mediators
make considerableplay with their own honor and standing,personal ties to the
parties, and the wider kinship and social implications of the quarrel.Considerable moral pressureto settle is placed on the protagonists.
The resolution of a conflict is hasmi niza' (literally, the terminationof conflict). Hasm means the "decisive end" of something and is connected with
hasama, "to cut," and husam, a classical word for "sword."Ending a dispute
involves a practical arrangementeffectively addressing the issues under contention. But symbolic expedients are equally importantto arrive at sulh, a settlement and reconciliation between enemies. In the case of murder,the arbitral
judgment might call for the murdererto be sent into exile and compensation
paid to the victim's family. The main objective is to prevent the outbreakof a
blood feud.28
There may also be a request for pardon or forgiveness, 'afw. This is an
importantconcept found in the Qur'an,with connotationsof divine forgiveness
of sin. It catches the combination of honor and ethics at the heart of Arab
conflict resolution. An apology might not seem to add up to much, but in an
honor-basedsociety, it entails a difficult public admission of guilt for wrongdoing. Begging pardonhas a ritual,formal dimension, and the guilty party may
not believe in his heart that he is to blame. Nevertheless, the utteranceitself
declares responsibility and exonerates one of the parties, so it is an excellent
means of severing the sequence of reprisaland counterreprisal.The appropriate
response to the plea for pardon from the injured party, now in a position of
moral superiority,is a magnanimousgrant of forgiveness.29
In tribal society the culminating symbolic act of reconciliation, musalaha,
takes place at the sulh or sulha ceremony of peacemaking (all words are from
the same root meaning "good," "right,"and "proper").The two families or
clans meet to implement the arbitraljudgment and seal the compact with gestures of reconciliation, embracing, eating, and drinking round the communal
table.Thus social relationsresumeandcommunalharmonyis restored.30Whether
26Interview,
April 14, 2000.
27RichardAntoun,"Institutionalized
A Case Studyof Conflict
Deconfrontation:
ResolutionamongTribalPeasantsin Jordan,"in Salem,eds., ConflictResolutionin
theArabWorld,pp. 140-174.
28 Hamzeh,"TheRole Of Hizbullah,"
pp. 110-113.
29Ibid.,p. 114;AhmadAl-Shahiinterview.
30Antoun,"Institutionalized
Deconfrontation,"
pp. 144, 163.
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all inner resentmentand antagonism are removed is beside the point. Richard
Antoun sees the value of peacemaking as "fictive (the public demonstration
that hard feelings have disappeared),pragmatic (allowing resumptionof normal social relations), and educational (as the villagers put it, 'our guesthouse
councils are our schools'); and not psychological or ethical."31
THE HEBREW VERSION
Unlike English and Arabic, Hebrew is a minor national tongue spoken by only
aboutfive or six million people. Israelismostly conductinternationalexchanges
in English. Nevertheless, the Hebrew discourse of conflict resolution decisively informs Israeli thinking on the subject. Unless they speak English at the
native speaker level, most Israelis at best "speak English and think Hebrew."
Moreover, apart from face-to-face exchanges with their foreign interlocutors,
Israelis conduct internalbusiness in their own tongue. All papers, instructions,
memos, consultations,speeches, briefings,reports,and correspondencedirected
by Israelis to Israelis are in Hebrew. Even if the external language is English,
the internallanguage is Hebrew.
How does the Hebrew vocabularyof conflict resolution differ from that of
English? Hebrew discourse is not significantly typified by the themes seen to
characterizeEnglish. A few sports similes can be translatedaccuratelyfrom the
English, like the expression, "the ball is in his court." But in most cases, a
literal translationdoes not make sense. Israelis do not think of conflict resolution in sportstermsbecause sports do not play the same role in Israelicultureas
in Anglo-Saxon culture. Sports are not a primaryinstrumentof education and
socialization;youthmovementsandmilitaryservice performthese roles. Hebrew
borrows the word "fair"in limited contexts, such as children's games, but fair
play is not a viable culturalconcept.
Military rather than sports metaphors are rife in Israeli negotiating discourse. The word for negotiating position, emda, is the same as that for a fortified outpost or "stand,"as in "Custer'slast stand."Bitachon, meaning both
"security"and "certainty,"is a supreme national shibboleth, presumablyas a
result of past persecution and continuous vulnerability."Ministerof defense"
translatesinto Hebrew as "ministerof bitachon" (security). The goal of negotiations is always peace and security.
The vocabularyof industrialconciliationis sparsein Hebrewbecause labormanagementdisputes have always been dealt with directly by the government
and the Histadruttradeunion federation.Religious concepts such as "reconciliation" and "forgiveness"certainly exist in Hebrew,but bear connotationsthat
depart significantly from the Christianethic of forgiving an enemy. Historical
31 Ibid., p.

163.
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enemies of the Jewish people are anathematizedas eternal foes. Conversely,
Jewish culture tends to reduce all kinds of disputes, disagreements, and conflicts to verbal debate and to view argumentas inherentlydesirable, an ethic in
itself.32 Yet there are importantsharedJudeo-Christianvalues, such as a preference for persuasionover violence, the peace ethic, and the profoundassumptions that concession and compromise are at the heart of any settlement of
differences.
In recentyears,ADR has been introducedinto Israelfromthe United States.33
Two words have been invented by the Academy for the Hebrew Language to
provide a minimalADR vocabulary:pishur, meaning "conciliation"in general
(related to pshara, compromise or arbitralaward), and gishur for "mediation"
in the conciliatory sense used by ADR specialists. The Israeli courts now suggest gishur in many cases as an option for litigants. There is thereforegrowing
interest in these concepts, but Israelis still tend to resort to litigation or formal
arbitrationto resolve domestic disputes.
For "solution,"Hebrew has the Biblical word pitaron. In Biblical Hebrew,
pitaron means the interpretationof a dream, as in the story of Joseph at Pharaoh's court. This flavor of decipheringan arcanetext is retainedin othermeanings of the word, including the idea of pitaron as the "resolution"of a conflictthe right answer to a knotty issue underdispute.Pitaron implies thatthe answer
is there if only those involved are wise enough to come up with a satisfactory
formula. It also reflects a strong belief in the efficacy of reasoned discussion.
Significantly,pitaron is closely linked etymologically with pshara. There is a
deep-seated assumption that the satisfactory solution to a dispute or political
conundrumwill usually entail a compromise.
Over the many years of U.S. and U.N. efforts to mediate in the Arab-Israeli
conflict, "mediator"was always renderedby metavech,literally "agent"or "broker." Most commonly, metavech refers to the intermediaryin a commercial
transaction,such as a house sale. For this service the agent receives a fee. Thus
mediationis thoughtof as a way of doing business and not of resolving conflict.
Significantly, Israel, in markedcontrastto the Arabs, has rarely been enthusiastic aboutactive diplomaticmediation.Moreover,since mediatorshave a material stake in ensuring the success of a negotiation, it is assumed that they are
acting out of self-interest, not benevolence.
The Hebrew discourse of conflict resolution is dominated by legal terminology, much of which goes back to the Talmud, the great compendium of
Jewish law, ethics, and custom redactedfrom the second to fifth centuries CE.

32JacobNeusner,"EthnicTraitor ReligiousValue:Why We Jews Enjoya Good
Judaism46, No. 1 (1997).
Argument,"
33 See DavidMatz,"ADRandLife in Israel,"NegotiationJournal7, No. 1 (1991),
pp. 11-16.
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It was the basis for rabbinicalrulings on all aspects of family and communal
existence in the diaspora. Since emphasis in the Talmudis placed on debates,
disputes, and arguments,the vocabulary of conflict makes a comprehensive
appearance.The common theme running through the entire literatureis that
disputes are understoodas, or reducibleto, differences of textual interpretation
that can be reconciled with ingenuity. Disagreementis viewed as naturalsince
the truthemerges out of the exchange of opinions between disputants.
There are several words for "argument";for example, pilpul refers to a
typical form of dialectical reasoningengaged in by Talmudistswho debatedthe
meaningof a text andrelatedcommentaries.Todaythe termrefersto an exhaustive style of legal argumentation,placing special emphasis on interpretations
and definitions. Vikuachcovers a broad semantic field, including "argument,"
"discussion,""disputation,""controversy,""polemic,"and "debate."These uses
are linked by the common idea thatinterlocutorsattemptthroughlogical means
to persuadeeach otherof the correctnessof a certainpoint of view. "Argue"and
"prove"are closely relatedin Hebrew since they derive from the same root. We
may concludethatwhile English drawsfine distinctionsbetween differentshades
of argument,Hebrewcollates all forms of reasonedpersuasioninto one category.
Another significant term is machloket, a serious "difference of opinion."
Yet the term clearly implies that the problemis surmountable,and it would be
unusual for a machloketto be resolved by other than peaceful means. Between
Talmudicsages, a "machloketfor the sake of heaven"was a scholarly disputation abouta point of law. Such (essentially textual) debateswere not considered
lamentableor schismatic but viewed as the essence of learning.A readiness for
ardentdebate on serious issues remains a striking feature of Jewish culture to
this day.
The common umbrellaterm for "conflict"is sichsuch, but it covers a wider
semantic field than the English word does. Its range of meanings encompasses
internationalconflicts like the Arab-Israeli dispute, feuds between communities, labor disputes, family or neighborhood quarrels,even falling out with a
friend. Thus sichsuch can entail the disruptionof a relationship or involve a
violent, protractedstate of hostility. Since sichsuch can referto majorand minor
antagonisms alike, the word has less fateful connotations than "conflict." A
sichsuch is part of the naturalorder of things, but there is the implication that
the same methods of reasonedpersuasionused for tackling a minor quarrelare
equally appropriatefor settling a major case of strife.
Like the United States, Israel is a disputatious society and many quarrels
end up in litigation. The traditionalalternativeto litigation, going back to the
Talmudicperiod, is arbitration,borerut.In fact, many cases in Israel today that
come before a judge end up being settled on the basis of an arbitralinstead of a
judicial decision. Arbitrationin Israel is a formal, structuredprocedureregulated by a 1968 law. Provided that the parties sign a binding undertakingto
accept any decision, the judge listens to the claims of both sides and drafts a
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settlement based on equity ratherthan the strict letter of the law. The judge or
arbitratoris supposed to meet the parties separately,but informally, a judge
may bring the disputantstogetherin his chamberslate in the proceedings, in an
attemptto secure their voluntarycompliance with a compromise. Thus borerut
is not just a judgment but also may include a trace of supervisednegotiation at
the final stage. Among secularJews, the arbitratoris almost always a judge, but
among Orthodox Jews, a respected rabbi acceptable to both parties will be
chosen. Mediation is hardlyresortedto other than in business and the fledgling
ADR movement.
Hebrew has various revealing words for the outcome of conflict resolution.
"To resolve a conflict" is leyashev sichsuch, where leyashev,just as in English,
literally means settle or arrange.Leyashev can also mean reconciling contradictory textual interpretationsor legal principles, furtheremphasizing the textual motif in the Hebrew discourse of conflict resolution. An arbitralaward is
pshara, which is also the term for "compromise."It is thereforebuilt into the
very concept of a settlement that it will necessarily entail compromise.
It is hard to translate "reconciliation,"the restorationof harmoniousrelations, into Hebrew. Tshuvaliterally means "a returnto God following repentance" and is never used to describe relations between people. One possible
candidate for human reconciliation is simply shalom, meaning "peace,""harmony," "tranquillity,"and "greetings,"but also evoking the ideas of safety and
completeness. Reconciliation of a marriedcouple would be translatedas shlom
bayit (domestic peace) from the associative form of shalom. When two former
rivals make up after a dispute this can be translated as hashlama, "making
whole," also associated with shalom.
Shalom is a polysemic word in Hebrew with multiple meanings. At a mundane level, it is used much more frequently than "peace" since it crops up in
most conversationsas a greeting or inquiryaftera person's well-being. In addition to the idea of domestic and internationalharmony and welfare, in international relations, shalom combines two seeming opposites-security and a
peace of the prophets. Thus shalom turns up in the language of the military
communique:"F-16 jets carriedout raids on Hizbullahtargetsin SouthernLebanon this afternoon.All planes returnedin shalom to base." "In shalom" here
means "safely," not "in peace." At a more elevated level, shalom also commonly conveys the ideal associations of a messianic age found in the Biblical
books of Isaiah and Amos.
Another word sometimes used for reconciliation is piyus, implying a dissipation of anger and tension by placating an aggrieved adversary.Piyus, like
other conflict resolution words, is found in the Talmud, where it contains the
notion of comfort, consolation, or apology. But piyus is much less frequently
used in Hebrew than "reconciliation"is in English. It is also one-sided and may
possess connotations of appeasement,a futile and dishonorableattemptto buy
off an aggressor.Hitpysutis reciprocalbut rarelyused. In the final analysis, we
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would not usually choose any of the wordsmentionedabove in everydayspeech,
preferringinstead the ubiquitoustermpshara for compromise, settlement of a
dispute. It is taken for granted that life can then returnto normal, a state of
affairs that has in fact no special label.
CONCLUSION: AN EXAMPLE
Enough has been written here to demonstratethe general point that different
languages-with their variousreligious, historical,and culturalbackgroundsconfigure conflict resolution in diverse ways. The English-languagediscourse
of conflict resolution is not a universally applicable metaparadigmthat transcends culture.If Arabic were the global language, diplomats would speak and
think about conflict and conflict resolution differently.Conciliation would follow the methods of the Arab League ratherthan those of the Atlantic Alliance
or EuropeanUnion.
As long as conflict resolution remains confined within a given tradition,
anomalies and contradictionsacross languages can be safely overlooked. They
become relevant only when conflict resolution is attemptedacross paradigms,
which is increasinglythe case in multiculturalsocieties and contemporaryinternational affairs. Syrian-Israelirelations in the Hafiz al-Assad period were an
outstandingcase of the confrontationof inconsistent versions. Following the
Madrid Conference in 1991, both sides committed themselves irrevocably to
making peace. Yet negotiations through the good offices of the United States
dragged on for a decade.
A fundamentalproblem was the confrontationof principled as opposed to
pragmaticethics of conflict resolution. In almost every statementor broadcast
on the peace negotiations, Syriansreiteratetheir attachmentto principles.In the
words of Defense MinisterMustafaTlas: "Wehave firm principles. We do not
forfeit any of our rights. ... The peace decision is a strategicdecision. Yet this
does not mean a concession of basic principles."34 Principles, mabadi in Arabic (from bad', meaning "beginning"or "start"),are the necessary starting
point, basis, or foundationof Syria's position in the negotiations.As defined by
Syrian Foreign MinisterFaruqal-Shar', they can be summarizedas "The land,
dignity, and our rights."35These are irreducible categorical imperatives and
not rhetoricalslogans as Israelis perceive them. "Syriawould not compromise
its honor by relinquishingeven one inch of its land."36

34BBC, Summaryof WorldBroadcasts (SWB), August 3, 1995.
35Foreign Broadcast InformationService-Near East and SouthAsia (FBIS-NES),

January20, 2000.
36SWB,November30, 1994.
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It is common sense to Israelis that negotiations anchoredin absolute principles cannot go anywhere. Since it is assumed that conflicts must end in compromise, pshara, "principleddebate" is seen as a sure recipe for immobility.
From the Israeli perspective, the highest ethics in the resolution of conflict are
forthright argument and a pragmatic willingness to compromise ("give and
take").Thereis little interestin a disputationover principles, ekronot,a concept
with theological and philosophical associations. Debating the foundations of
belief seems fruitless and counterproductivein what is perceived as a practical
political discussion. As talks proceed, negotiatorsare expected to standfirm on
"vital interests." Rather than a philosophical point of departure,these are a
concrete bottom line, below which negotiatorscannot make concessions, which
is a very different way of looking at things. Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak
referredto "vital interests"five times in an interview following the failure of
the crucial summit between President Bill Clinton and Syrian President Hafiz
al-Assadin Genevaon March26, 2000.37 He meantsatisfactorysecurityarrangements and protection of Israel's water supply, not abstractprinciples.
In Arabic discourse, it is the neglect of principles that offends common
sense. A former Egyptian ambassadorto the United States explained that in
speaking aboutAmerican cultureto Egyptian audiences, he could find no Arabic word for "pragmatism."38 For PresidentAssad, the only obstacle to peace
was Israel'srefusal to accept his principled,utterlylogical position: "The Israelis are obstructive. They do not seek a genuine peace between equals. While
everyone wants his legitimate interests, they want their-or what they deem to
be their-interests, be they legitimate or illegitimate. While they want their
dignity preserved, they want the other's dignity lost."39
The principled-pragmaticdichotomy generatedan interminableand inconclusive peace process in which Syria was especially unwilling to negotiate the
territorialissue. At the Geneva summit, Clinton communicatedto Assad Barak's readiness to withdraw from the Golan Heights to the 1923 international
boundarybut not to the military line of control of June 4, 1967. Israel declined
to concede to Syria riparianrights to the Sea of Galilee, based on land seized by
Syria before 1967 beyond the internationalboundary.An enragedAssad simply
refused to negotiate on this basis. Following the meeting, Clinton acidly commented, "The ball's in his [Assad's] court now, and I'm going to look forward
to hearing from him."40 He explained that once Assad had heard the details of
37SWB,March28, 2000.
38AbdelRaoufEl Reedy,"Reflectionon AmericanNegotiatingBehavior";paper
presentedat United States Instituteof Peace Conferenceon AmericanNegotiating
Behavior,WyePlantation,July25, 2000.
39SWB,December3, 1994.
40BBCWorldNews,March29, 2000.
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the Israeli peace proposals, it was not enough for him to reject them out of
hand,but he was boundto come up with a "specific andcomprehensiveresponse
on all the issues." Clinton added, "If we're going to have a negotiation, I don't
think it's enough to say, I don't like your position, come back and see me when
I like your position.... It takes two people coming up with ideas-or three
sides, in this case, if we are being asked to mediate it."41
This clearly statedAmerican(andIsraeli)proceduralexpectationsthatnegotiations were to be conductedon the basis of give and take and a willingness to
compromise. Syria did not share this assumption.Assad felt bound to reiterate
his original principledposition because to put forwarda counterproposalwould
have been to agree to bargainaway irreduciblesacredprinciples. Failureof the
Geneva summit plunged the peace process into protracteddeadlock.
As Clinton hints, Syria and Israel also lacked a common understandingof
the role of theAmericanmediator.In the Israelitraditiona mediator,the metavech,
plays a role analogous to thatof an intermediaryin a business transactionand is
certainly not envisaged as imposing a judgment on the disputants. Itamar
Rabinovich,chief Israeli negotiatorwith Syria from 1992 to 1995, believed that
it was "difficultto envisage a deal being completed without the United States.
But I think we feel very stronglythatthere also needs to be an element in which
the matchmakerleaves the room, leaving the would-be groom and bride for
themselves for a few minutes to decide whether they want to live together for
the next x years."42 Barak went even further,suggesting that "the U.S.'s most
useful role might be to step back and not be involved day to day, hour by hour,
in Israel's discussions with its neighborsand adversaries."This conception was
compatiblebut not identical with the more activist Americanview of mediation
as "facilitation"-"a position where the parties would be negotiating, and we
would help."43
Neither conception went far enough for Syria. In the tahkimlwasatatradition, the internationalmediatoris not expected to facilitate a negotiation,but to
come up with an offer that cannot be refused. Indeed, almost all serious disagreements between Arab states are resolved through the good offices of a
wasit. As Lebanese Foreign Minister Faris Buwayz said in 1997, when talks
were at an impasse, "The United States is requiredto returnto play the role of
impartial broker.In other words, to act as an arbiterto implement what was
agreedin Madrid[in 1991]."44 In practice,this meantcompelling Israeli Prime
41
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Minister BenjaminNetanyahuto accept withdrawalto the June 4, 1967, line of
control. When Assad came to meet Clinton in Geneva, he expected him to
present an American arbitraldecision, not to pass on an Israeli proposal.
A third profound contradictionbetween the Israeli and Syrian paradigms
concerned the nature of peace and reconciliation. Since the parties could not
agree on the objective of the entire exercise, this made it highly problematic
from the start. Syria's conception of peace was derived from the formalistic
idea of salam, a contractualagreementbetween states putting an end to a state
of war and establishing diplomatic relations between them. Salam is distinguished from the key conflict resolution notion of sulh, which is a reconciliation betweencommunitiesandpeoples, afterwhich they live togetherin harmony.
Throughoutthe peace negotiations, Syria never concealed its distaste for dealing with Israel or its insistence on minimizing contact even afterthe conclusion
of a peace treaty.In a revealing speech, Faruqal-Shar' presentedhis vision of
salam: "Itdoes not mean that we shall lay down our armsin peacetime. ... The
significance of making peace in the future is to transformthis conflict into a
political, ideological, commercial, and economic conflict in which we may be
in an advantageous
was at best offering cold state-to-state
position."'45 Syria
salam, not warm people-to-people sulh.
Inline withtheHebrewinterpretation
of shalom,whichincorporatesbothsalam
andsulh, Israeltook it for grantedthatpeace with Syriawouldnaturallyentailmore
thana formalend to belligerency andthe barebones of diplomaticrelations.For
a long time, Israelisentertainedthe notion, implicit in the concept of shalom, that
a peacetime relationshipwould be one of friendshipand harmony-an "expression of affection,"as Uri Savir ironically notes.46 When it became impossible to
maintainthis illusion any longer,Israelfell back on its old idea of normalizatzia,
a termadaptedfrom the English in the 1970s. Normalizationwas a good wordbecauseit perfectlyexpressedIsrael'swish for normalcyin its relationswithits neighbors while reflecting the deeply held assumptionthatwhen a conflict is resolved,
there is a returnto a normalstate of relations.It did not require"reconciliation,"
an idea for which Hebrew has no exact equivalent at the communal level. Normalization would include embassies, obviously, but it would also include borders open to people and goods. PrimeMinisterShimon Peres and Uri Savir also
envisaged communicationandtransportlinks;cooperationin the developmentof
energy,water,androads;andmultilateralregionaleconomic ties, as well as tourism and the joint development of the Golan.47

45Al-Safir(Beirut),February11, 2000.
46Uri Savir,TheProcess (New York:RandomHouse, 1998), p. 272. The author
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underPrimeMinisterShimonPeres.
47Ibid.,p. 274.
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From the beginning the Syrians were distressed by the term "normalization," which they categorically refused to accept. "We do not like the word
normalization"(tatbi'), Faruqal-Shar' admitted."Wewould ratherrefer to the
ordinarypeace relations"('alaqat salam 'adiyah).48In the January2000 Shepherdstownpeace talks, Syrian negotiators fought tooth and nail to ensure that
future ties with Israel be conducted in a committee of normal peaceful relations, not normalization.49There has been conjecture that Syria disliked the
idea of normalizationbecause tatbi' is associatedwith the tamingor breaking-in
of a domestic animal.By implication, tatbi' would entail the forced submission
of Syria to Israel's will. Throughoutthe negotiations, Syria was deeply concerned to prevent a settlement that would extend Israeli influence over the
Bilad al-Sham, the historical lands of GreaterSyria, or bestow "special privileges" on Israel.50 By ordinary ('adiyah), Syria meant official but minimal.
'Adiyahis the term applied to Iraq-Iranrelations.51
The correct conclusion to draw from this brief survey is not that semantic
dissonance rules out conflict resolution; rather it complicates and delays an
already difficult exercise. The very point of linguistic-culturalanalysis is to
alert the parties at an early stage to the presence of rich points of incomprehension. In this way, they can avoid the worst contradictionsand constructbridging mechanisms to overcome others. It is also up to the third-partymediatorto
map out areas of dissonance and guide the rivals throughthe semantic minefield. Since the United States is often thatmediator,it is essential thatAmerican
practitionersand scholars cultivate linguistic self-consciousness and foreign
language competence.
There have been some encouraging successes. One of the most notable in
recent years derived from the compatibility between the Hebrew and Arabic
concepts of "apology,"slicha and 'afw respectively. In March 1997, a Jordanian soldier opened fire on a party of Israeli schoolgirls visiting the nature
reserve of Naharayimon the JordanRiver, killing seven and wounding six. The
atrocityplungedJordanian-Israelirelationsinto deep crisis. IsraeliForeignMinister David Levy reactedto Jordan'sofficial expression of condolences with the
pronouncement,"There can be no forgiveness, no absolution,"drawing upon
liturgical terms used on the Day of Atonement.
To defuse the crisis and restoreharmonyto relationsbetween the two countries, King Hussein and his brotherPrince Hassan evoked consonant Muslim
and Jewish traditions. Levy meant that there are some deeds only God can
48FBIS-NES,November 20, 1995.

49JamesP. Rubin,StateDepartmentbriefingon Shepherdstown
PeaceTalks,Jan2000.
uary5,
50TheBiladal-ShamincludesSyria,Palestine,Jordan,Lebanon,andIraq.
51FBIS-NES,July23, 1996.
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forgive. But in the Jewish tradition,a penitentcan beg man and God for pardon
(slicha). So, too, in the Muslim traditionof 'afw. Immediatelyflying to the site
in military uniform, Prince Hassan symbolically acknowledged responsibility
for the episode. He told the Israeli defense ministerthathe was "deeply shamed
by what has happenedhere."52
Both religions also share the custom of the tent or mourningbooth, where
visitors comfort grieving relatives.53Cutting short a state visit to Spain and
postponing a meeting with President Clinton, King Hussein flew straight to
Israel. Accompanied by two of his children, stressing that he was a father as
well as a king, Hussein visited the homes of bereaved parents. He made "the
grim rounds from one grief-stricken home to the next, shaking the hands of
relatives, embracingand kissing some, and offering words of sympathyin Arabic and English."Finding the families seated on the floor in ritualmourning,he
knelt next to them. "I feel that I've lost a child," he told one bereaved father.
"AndI feel that if there is anything left in life, it will be spent to insure that all
the children enjoy the kind of peace and security that we never had in our

times."54
King Hussein's visit broughtsome hope to a situationof profoundgrief and
depression.An ordinaryIsraeli was quoted as saying, "I was very moved, even
to tears. This is such a noble man. A special person. When he knelt before those
people, you could see the sadness in his eyes. He is simply human, a human
being."55
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